
Overview

• Sharp Nearby, Fuzzy Far Away: How Neural Language Models Use 
Context ACL 2018

• Do Transformers Need Deep Long-Range Memory? ACL 2020

• What Context Features Can Transformer Language Models Use? 
ACL 2021





Introduction

• Language models are an important component of natural language 
generation tasks, such as machine translation and summarization. 

• However, all of the previous work studies LSTMs at the sentence 
level, even though they can potentially encode longer context.

• This work is to complement the prior work to provide a richer 
understanding of the role of context, in particular, long-range 
context beyond a sentence.



Method

The paper aims to answer the following questions: 

• How much context is used by NLMs, in terms of the number of 
tokens? 

• Within this range, are nearby and long-range contexts represented 
differently? 

• How do copy mechanisms help the model use different regions of 
context?



Method

• Language Modeling

• Model: a  standard  LSTM  language  model

• Datasets: Penn Treebank (PTB) and Wikitext-2 

• Method: training model with correct text, testing with perturbed text.

• Perturbations: dropping tokens,  shuffling/reversing  tokens,  and  
replacing tokens with other words from the vocabulary.



Experiment

• How much context is used?

• LSTM language models have an 
effective context size of about 200 
tokens on average.

• Changing hyperparameters does not 
change the effective context size.



Experiment

• Do different types of words need 
different amounts of context?

frequency/parts-of-speech. 

• Infrequent words need more context 
than frequent words. 

• Content words need more context than 
function words.



Experiment

• Does word order matter?

• Local word order only matters for the 
most recent 20 tokens.

• Global order of words only matters for 
the most recent 50 tokens.



Experiment

• Types of words and the region of 
context

• Content words matter more than 
function words.



Experiment

• Can LSTMs copy words without caches?

• LSTMs can regenerate words seen in 
nearby context.



Experiment

• How does the cache help?

• Caches help words that can be 
copied from long-range context 
the most



Summary

• A standard LSTM language model can effectively use about 200 tokens of 
context.

• It is sensitive to word order in the nearby context, but less so in the long-
range context.  

• The model is able to regenerate words from nearby context, but heavily 
relies on caches to copy words from far away.





Introduction

• Deep attention models have advanced the modelling of sequential 
data across many domains. 

• For language modelling in particular, the Transformer-XL has been 
shown to be state-of-the-art across a variety of well-studied 
benchmarks. 

• However it is unclear whether this is necessary. 



Method

• replace the long-range memory, for a given layer, with a short-
range memory (SRM)



Experiment

• Position clearly matters, if we 
place long-range memories in 
the first layers then performance 
is significantly worse. 

• The full TXL with 24 LRMs is 
seemingly identical to the 12 
LRM models, with either LRMs 
interleaved across the whole 
model or LRMs placed in the 
final 12 layers



Experiment

• Increasing the memory size 
beyond 512 further slows the 
model down and reduces 
modelling performance.

• limiting the range of attention 
can not only speed up the 
model but improve performance.





Introduction

• Recent years have seen a significant improvement in the predictive 
accuracy of neural language models (LMs).

• But despite empirical evidence that long contexts are helpful, little is 
understood about why. 

• If the future of language modeling will include a focus on contexts 
of increasing size, it is important to first understand what contextual 
information contributes to accurate prediction in current models.



Method

• language model

• Usable information

• Measuring what is used



Experiment

• no information model to minimize L(θ,0∼512)

• a full information model to minimize L(θ,512∼1024).  

• For each context ablation f, we train a model to minimize L(θ,f,512 : 
0∼512).



Experiment

• Does order matter?



Experiment

• Does order matter?

Overall word order

• ordering information is important 
even very far from the target. 

• local co-occurrence statistics carry a 
significant amount of usable 
information.



Experiment

• Does order matter?

Word order within sentences

• Usable information is decreased only 
slightly by ablations that preserve 
local co-occurrence statistics and/or 
linear information flow. 



Experiment

• Does order matter?

Sentence order

• prediction accuracy depends on 
information about local word co-
occurrence, but not fine-grained 
word order or global position.



Experiment

• Do all words matter?



Experiment

• Do all words matter?

Part-of-speech

• Most usable information, even in mid-
range context, appears to be captured 
by nouns and verbs.

• In the long-range condition, results 
are even more striking: retaining only 
content words improves predictions 
over the “full information” experiment.



Experiment

• Do all words matter?

• Named entities: retaining only entities 
results removes only about a third of 
usable information in both conditions 
(39% and 31%)

• Word frequency: Both ablations 
remove a significant amount of 
information relative to the POS-based 
ablations above, but retaining only 
frequent words improves perplexity 
relative to rare words in both the mid-
and long-range conditions



Experiment

• Making better language models?

• The lexical ablation experiments in Section 3.2 indicated that 
model accuracy could be improved by selective deletion of 
context words. Can this effect be exploited to further improve 
models?

• Longer contexts, even of a kind previously found to be 
informative, did not provide additional usable information.



Summary

• For current models, the primary carriers of information in long-range context 
are content words and local cooccurrence statistics: deleting function words 
and shuffling within local windows both have very little effect on models’ 
predictive power. 

• long contexts, but not their detailed syntactic and propositional content, are 
important for the low perplexity of current transformer language models.



Thanks


